drop kit
parts
(6) 1 1/4” Nipples

1/8 IPS Hex Nut

Fixture Connector
(attached to fixture)

Lock Washer

Ground Wire Hang Straight

for sloped ceilings
(ordered seperately)

(2) Canopy Screws

Canopy

6”

Reducer
12”
18”
24”

instructions
Optional Parts:
Reducer: If replacing a drop on an existing fixture you may need to use the
included reducer for the drop kit to fit the fixture’s canopy. If the hole in the
canopy is too large for the nipple to screw in – add the reducer as shown in
the Figure B. The shoulder of the reducer should be on the top of the canopy.
Hang Straight: For sloped ceilings a 2” hang straight may be ordered. Screw
the hang straight into the canopy followed by the nipple and drop as shown in
Figure B.

Nipple

Drop Sections
Figure A

1. Please read the specific fixture’s installation instructions before assembling
the drop kit or unwrapping the fixture. If using a drop kit as a replacement
drop for an existing fixture attach the fixture connector to the top hub. Two
people are required for installation.

Hex Nut
Lock Washer
Ground Wire

2. The overall drop length is measured from the ceiling to the bottom of the
fixture. To determine the best combination of drop legths for your fixture and
location refer to page 3.

Reducer
(optional)

3. Each section of tube will need to be connected with a nipple as
in Figure A. Determine the length of drop using the fixture specific
information provided on page 3. Each drop kit has a maximum of 5’2” from
canopy to the top of the fixture - additional drop kits may be purchased. We
recommend using the longest sections possible, with the longest section
closest to the fixture.

Canopy

4. Screw the drop sections and connectors together to finish
assembly. TIP: Pull the wire through each section as you assemble. After you
are sure of the length, we recommend using a drop of super glue or loctite on
the threading of the nipples to help secure the connections.

Hang
Straight
(optional)

5. Attaching the Canopy: Use reducer or hang straight if needed. Screw a
nipple into the top of the last section of the drop and screw on the canopy.
On the other side of the canopy, add a ground wire, lock washer and secure
with a hex nut.

Nipple

6. Follow the fixture specific installation instructions.

Drop
Figure B
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